Hip No. 202

Consigned by Shady Glenn Farm

Smart Sue Sue
1999 Sorrel Mare

Smart Little Lena
Smart Peppy
Son O Sugar SI 85
Stay With Me
Freckles Playboy
Lenaette
Doc's Hickory
Docs Secretary

SOLD


PRODUCE RECORD: Dam of 8 AQHA foals, 4 money-earners, including SUZIE BLUE ($40,242: 3rd Calgary Stampede World Series of Cutting Open; finalist in the NCHA Amateur Futurity; finalist in the NCHA Limited Non-Pro Futurity), COONTAIL HAT ($25,216: semi-finalist in the NCHA Amateur Futurity; finalist in the NCHA Super Stakes Amateur), MERADAS LIL SUZIE (8 AQHA points: 4th Colorado RCHA Fall $7,500 Limited Open Futurity [Herd Champion]).

NOTES: Full sister to GOODY TWO SUE, earner of $133,217, and to RICOCHETS SUE. Her sire is SMART LIL RICOCHET, $6,348: semi-finalist in the NCHA Open Futurity; money-earner in the Abilene Spectacular Open Derby. Sire of 201 money-earners, $4,000,672, earners of 1,858 AQHA points, including IM COUNTIN CHECKS ($514,757: 3rd NCHA Open Futurity; NCHA Hall of Fame). Her dam is MERADAS LITTLE SUE, $734,122: NCHA Horse of the Year; NCHA World Champion Mare 3 times; NCHA Open World Champion 3 times; Amateur Perf. ROM. Dam of 28 AQHA foals, 27 money-earners, $1,637,017, including BOON TOO SUEN ($263,009: NCHA World Champion Stallion; NCHA Gold Award). Sells pasture BRED from March 1, 2021 to April 1, 2021 to MARSALA RED.
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